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MAS is an internally managed green 
property investor and operator 
focused on retail properties in CEE

BUSINESS AND STRATEGY

Capital previously invested in WE will be directly reinvested in income property 
in CEE and indirectly, on a downside protected basis, in developments via further 
preferred shares in the DJV with co-investor, developer and general contractor 
Prime Kapital. The Group is operated by a multidisciplinary team of approximately 
200 professionals that combine investment, acquisition, leasing, asset and property 
management, marketing and finance skills. When required, development and 
construction skills can be provided by joint venture partner Prime Kapital.

DEBT FUNDING

The Group’s funding comprises unsecured Eurobonds, unsecured revolving credit 
facilities, and secured loans from banks. The Group maintains a self-imposed 
LTV limitation to 40% of current income property value, or seven-times forward-
looking net rental income, both on a proportionate consolidated basis.

CREDIT RATINGS

MAS obtained inaugural ratings from Moody’s (Ba1) and Fitch Ratings (BB positive) 
and issued, in May 2021, a €300million unsecured, five-year green Eurobond.

The Group aims to achieve an investment grade credit rating by the end of the 2026 
financial year, and aims to have approximately $2billion in gross assets by then.

ANNUAL PASSING NET RENTAL 
AND DIVIDEND INCOME

 52% CEE direct assets €37.6m
 13% CEE DJV €9.3m
 5% WE direct assets €3.4m
 19% DJV preferred shares €13.5m
 11% Listed securities €8.0m

INCOME PROPERTY AND 
OTHER INVESTMENTS

 49% CEE direct assets €486.9m
 13% CEE DJV €124.4m
 9% WE direct assets €88.7m
 18% DJV preferred shares €180.0m
 11% Listed securities €110.6m

GREEN CERTIFICATION

 83% Green certified CEE assets 366,500m2

 9% CEE assets in process of 38,100m2 
 green certification

 8% Non-certified WE assets 34,100m2

52+13+5+19+11+S
49+13+9+18+11+S
83+9+8+S

€71.8m

€990.6m

438,700m2

≈ $2bn*

GROSS ASSET VALUE BY 2026

€1.3bn
GROSS ASSET VALUE

* $2bn Gross Asset Value target is reflected in $ to reference the relevant scale, as measured by rating agencies.

COMPANY PROFILE Dec 21
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90+10+S

PROGRESS WITH STRATEGIC TARGETS Dec 21

COMMERCIAL 
DEVELOPMENTS

OPERATIONAL RESIDENTIAL 
SALES

ACQUISITIONS

€600m*
completion of developments (at cost) 
at a weighted initial net yield of more 

than 9% from Jun 2021 to Jun 2026

€200m*
per annum, 20% net after tax 

margin by Jun 2026

€150m
by Jun 2022 and a further 

€50m to Jun 2023

4%
annualised LFL NRI growth to Jun 2026

passing NRI LFL growth of 8.7% 
(31 Dec 2021 compared to 30 Jun 2021)

passing NRI LFL growth of 11.7% 
(31 Dec 2021 compared to 31 Dec 2020)

99%
Occupancy by June 2026

93.2%

95.3%

Jun 2021

Dec 2021

Jun 2026

€137.7m
equivalent direct 

property acquisitions 
in place via NRP 

shares purchases**

€50m
to Jun 2023

€200m/year
by Jun 2026

based on current secured 
pipeline of €932.4m

€629.7m
Secured commercial 
pipeline by Jun 2026

€50.8m
Completed developments 

to Dec 2021

€578.9m
Estimated secured pipeline to be 

delivered to Jun 2026

TARGET 99%

* Figures not proportionally consolidated.
** MAS’ investment is expected to generate total annual returns ranging between 11.5% and 13.0%. The Company’s research report is available on MAS' website.
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CURRENT DEVELOPMENT JOINT VENTURE STRUCTURE
UNIQUE LOW-RISK ACCESS TO EXCEPTIONAL DEVELOPMENT PIPELINE 
WITH PRE-EMINENT CEE RETAIL DEVELOPER

• Prime Kapital employs an unique, vertically integrated development approach that consistently results in high development margins.

• DJV provided MAS with co-investment access to highly lucrative developments with experienced developer that has ‘skin in the game’ via common equity.

• Distribution waterfall protects MAS’ financial interests.

• Under current contractual undertakings, Prime Kapital is not permitted to undertake real estate developments in CEE outside of the DJV until capital commitments are fully drawn 
and invested or 2025.

• MAS’ representation on the DJV’s board, approval for decisions on reserved matters and management of completed income properties ensuring appropriate degree of control and 
influence.

• MAS’ shareholders approval required for transactions between MAS and the DJV and changes to the DJV funding terms provides appropriate oversight.

Preferred equity terms

7.5% coupon, cumulative, redeemable, non-voting

19+19+68+68+1313+S€479.3m
Tangible NAV

Economic interest 78% 
(at Tangible NAV)

Capital contribution
100% of preferred equity •

40% of common equity •

Management functions
Provides asset and property management in respect 

of completed developments via its integrated 
in-house asset and property management team

•

Economic interest 22% 
(at Tangible NAV)

Capital contribution
• 60% of common equity 

Management functions
• Sources developments
• Provides construction and development functions 

via integrated in-house team on an exclusive basis

€107.6m
Common equity 
(60% Prime Kapital)

€300.0m
Preferred equity 

(100% MAS)

€71.7m
Common equity 

(40% MAS)

All figures on 31 December 2021.
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TRANSACTIONS' RATIONALE
Acquisition of assets from the DJV

Extension of the DJV relationship

Strategic acquisition 
targets outperform

The acquisition allows outperformance of acquisition 
targets to 2023, with attractive high growth rates, by 
approximately €145m.

Medium-term 
inflation

potentially higher
than anticipated

MAS' current high cash balances negative for total returns.

Acquisition Risk low
MAS has been operating the six commercial DJV assets 
since opening and is responsible for driving NRI growth 
via asset management initiatives planned to 2026.

CAPEX 
requirements low

Assets are new, opened between November 2019 and 
December 2021.

Credit rating credit positive
MAS' credit ratings to improve, and MAS to achieve 
investment grade credit rating earlier than previously 
anticipated.

Other acquisition 
opportunities

not identified

Since formulation of strategic targets, MAS did not 
identify direct acquisition opportunities from third parties 
meeting its investment criteria with reasonable prospects  
of agreement of terms. MAS cannot participate in a 
competitive sales process in respect of the DJV assets and 
if these are sold to a third party, MAS will lose the benefit 
of its indirect investment.

DJV funding 
commitments likely to be exhausted

The current capital base in the DJV is likely to be 
exhausted by the €1.65billion development pipeline 
disclosed in March 2022.

DJV exclusivity less than 3 years 
remaining

DJV exclusivity will soon come to an end and MAS is  
at risk of not benefitting from additional pipeline targeted 
in the DJV.

Acquisition of assets from the DJV

Extension of the DJV relationship
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TRANSACTION SUMMARY – ACQUISITION OF ASSETS FROM THE DJV 

• Sale of six operating commercial assets owned by the DJV to MAS at an agreed total price of €319.7m (external valuations of ~€316m in aggregate).

• Transfer of debt at attractive weighted average interest of 3-month EURIBOR plus a margin of approximately 3.25%, with hedging via interest rate caps in place to be transferred at amortised 

cost (hedging for 7 years).

• Transaction value and external valuations have been conducted on an "as is" basis.

• No cost or value has been attributed to expansion potential of acquisition properties. Extensions are at MAS' option and Prime Kapital has the right of first refusal to execute on the basis that 

an extension project is funded in full by the MAS Group. If extensions are executed by Prime Kapital, development profits are shared equally.

Agreed transaction value

External debt €(122.4)m

€50.0m

€66.8m

€80.5m

€319.7m

Redemption of preferred shares

DJV allocation of proceeds to MAS**

Cash payment

BARLAD VALUE CENTRE

PRAHOVA VALUE CENTRE

DN1 VALUE CENTRE

SEPSI VALUE CENTREDAMBOVITA MALL

ZALAU VALUE CENTRE

Independent valuer's valuation ~€316m*

Note: Resolutions regarding proposed assets’ purchase and DJV extension are not cross-conditional, shareholders can thus vote in favour of one, the other or both proposals.

*   Based on preliminary valuation reports on 31 May 2022.

**  Includes outstanding accrued but unpaid coupon in respect of preferred shares and MAS' proportion of distribution to shareholders of B common equity for an amount equal to the capital profit realised on the disposal of the six properties.
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TRANSACTION SUMMARY – EXTENSION OF THE DJV RELATIONSHIP

 Note: Resolutions regarding proposed assets’ purchase and DJV extension are not cross-conditional, shareholders can thus vote in favour of one, the other or both proposals.

  *   In case MAS does not have in place a back-to-back short-term facility from a third party to cover the amount provided to the DJV, MAS will provide the DJV with a revolving short-term debt facility at a rate of 2.75% above 3M–EURIBOR.

MAS' commitment to the DJV - post-transaction    €500.0m

Preferred equity invested to date    €283.1m

Revolving facility - short-term debt facility (RCF)    €30.0m

5-year extension of the DJV relationship with the result that

•      Preferred equity drawdown period and exclusivity period for developments carried out by Prime Kapital in the DJV extends to December 2030.

•      MAS' optional preferred shares redemption date extends to 2035.

• MAS’ total commitment to preferred equity investment in the DJV increases by €50m to €470m, of which up to €100m to be reinstated, from time to time, in case of preferred shares 

redemption by the DJV up to the end of the drawdown period.

• MAS provides the DJV with a €30m revolving credit facility at its weighted average cost of short-term debt*, for the duration of the drawdown period.  

Other considerations

• Prevention of capital distributions by the DJV to shareholders if common equity capital value of the DJV (measured at Tangible NAV) is not equal to at least 20% of the outstanding 

preferred equity capital investment immediately after such distribution.

• Definition of CEE tightened up to include EU member countries only.

  Increase in preferred equity commitment    €50.0m

Preferred equity outstanding commitment     €136.9m
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DIRECT IMPACT FOR MAS

• NAV per share neutral at inception with expected growth in property values thereafter fully accruing to MAS (leading to higher Tangible NAV per share growth than currently implied).

• DEPS accretive from 1 July 2022 and positively impacting MAS’ DEPS guidance and strategic DEPS targets (not considering the impact of further development pipeline targeted by 

Prime Kapital).

• Transaction reduces cash balances by an estimated net €80.5m effective on 1 July 2022.  

• Medium-term inflation is potentially much higher than anticipated with formulation of strategic targets and acquisition of assets with fully indexed rents and turnover clauses imply 

higher per share earnings growth than assumed for external and internal valuation purposes.

• MAS’ asset base increases thus allowing to achieve the investment-grade total assets threshold earlier than previously envisaged.

• Extension of the DJV provides significant continued exclusive access to lucrative growing development pipeline in the DJV.
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VALUATION

• DJV asset valuations improved compared to December 2021 primarily due to: 

 - Passing NRI increase of 8% since December 2021; and

 - Discount rates reverting to pre-pandemic levels.

• Post-pandemic asset value improvements in line with management's expectations; outlook is for robust growth to continue.

• MAS' management internal valuation (using the same methodology as applied for MAS' investment in NEPI Rockcastle plc) is 6.3% above the transaction price of €319.7m and 7.5% above the 

external valuation. 

• Conservative external valuation assumptions imply attractive unlevered IRRs on properties:

 -  Discount rates: significantly higher than those used in Western Europe; long-term outlook is for these to converge.

 -  Capex reserve: properties are new and will not require capital investments for an extensive period; assumed capex reserves provide ample room for future refurbishments and upgrades.

 -  NRI growth long-term: rent/m2 primarily driven by sales/m2, which in its turn is driven by consumption, is catching up rapidly with Western European averages; the gap is significant  

    and mid-term NRI growth is expected to significantly exceed valuer’s long-term assumptions, even if e-commerce share increases to as much as 30-50% of total sales.

 -  Leasing fees: leasing team is internal, leading to lower leasing fees than those assumed by the external valuer.

 -  Future vacancy: expected to be much lower at Dambovita Mall than that assumed by the external valuer.

 -  Collection loss: expected to revert to pre-pandemic levels, which is lower than those assumed by the external valuer.

 -  Void on expiry, rent-free periods, and fit-out contributions: MAS’ published NRI figures are net of these costs; in practice these are lower than those assumed by the external valuer.

*   NRI/Cost: the ratio of Passing NRI and Cost (calculated as the Transaction Price net of MAS' i. coupon on preferred equity invested and ii. proportion of realised capital gains).

 
Valuation on 31 May 2022

Independent external valuer's assumptions 

 Location   Type 
 Opening 

date  GLA  Occupancy 
 Passing 

NRI  Fair Value 
NRI/

Fair value NRI/Cost*
 Exit yield
in year 10 

 Discount
 Rate 

 NRI 
growth 

long-term 
Capex 

reserve 
Leasing

 fees
Future 

vacancy
Collection

 loss
Void 

on expiry
Fit-out

 contribution

 m²  %  €m  €m % %  %  %  % % of NRI % of NRI % of NRI % of NRI months €/m²

 132,800 96.4%  21.4  316.1 6.8% 8.5%

Dambovita Mall RO, Targoviste Regional Aug 20  31,100 95.0%  5.5  81.5 6.7% 8.6% 7.0% 9.3% 3.0% 10.0% 8.3% 4.0% 1.0% 3 67.6

DN1 Value Centre RO, Balotesti Community Dec 19  27,400 97.4%  5.0  74.1 6.8% 8.5% 7.0% 9.7% 3.3% 7.5% 8.3% 2.5% 0.5% 4 82.5

Prahova Value Centre RO, Ploiesti Community Dec 21  21,700 95.6%  3.4  51.3 6.7% 8.2% 7.0% 9.5% 3.0% 7.5% 8.3% 2.5% 0.5% 4 76.2

Zalau Value Centre RO, Zalau Community Nov 19  19,300 97.8%  3.1  45.6 6.9% 9.4% 7.1% 9.6% 3.0% 7.5% 8.3% 2.5% 0.5% 3 68.7

Sepsi Value Centre RO, Sf. Gheorghe Community Mar 21  16,900 93.7%  2.4  34.2 6.8% 8.8% 7.1% 9.6% 3.0% 7.5% 8.3% 2.5% 0.5% 3 73.8

Barlad Value Centre RO, Barlad Community Nov 21  16,400 99.5%  2.0  29.4 6.9% 7.9% 7.1% 9.6% 3.0% 7.5% 8.3% 2.5% 0.5% 3 78.2
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VALUE CREATION TRACK RECORD

  *    Assets previously acquired from the DJV in March 2019.

NRI growth since opening

24%

32%

25%

18%

5%

13%

39%

20% 20%

Dec 2019

DN1 Value 
Centre

Nov 2019

Zalau Value 
Centre

Mar 2021

Sepsi Value 
Centre

Aug 2020

Dambovita 
Mall

Nov 2021

Barlad Value 
Centre

Dec 2021

Prahova 
Value Centre

Nov 2018

Roman Value 
Centre*

Dec 2018

Strip Malls*
Dec 2018

Baia Mare 
Value Centre*

 11 %
CAGR

6 %
CAGR

6 %
CAGR

9 %
CAGR

12 %
CAGR

14 %
CAGR

18 %
CAGR

n/a**
CAGR

n/a**
CAGR

**  CAGR not calculated as assets opened recently.

9.8%
Average annual NRI 

growth
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• High energy costs expected to cause higher inflation in the short to medium-term resulting in higher CPI indexation, independent valuer's assumption is 2% medium-term indexation.

• Long-term fundamentals for CEE (robust growth in consumption) do not change. 

• DJV assets have defensive growth characteristics as 83% of GLA are anchor tenants of which 45% are food and value tenants, which benefit from higher inflation due to non-

discretionary spending or discounter characteristics.

• Low OCR* of 8.2% (12.0% excluding certain tenant categories**) suggest tenants can absorb higher rents, and support higher NRI growth than assumed for valuation purposes, in case 

of higher inflation, due to indexation and turnover clauses in leases.***

POTENTIAL IMPACT OF SANCTIONS ON RUSSIA ON PERFORMANCE OF COMPLETED DJV ASSETS

*     OCR trailing twelve months to December 2021 (excluding Barlad Value Centre and Prahova Value Centre, opened in November 2021 and December 2021 respectively).

**   The following categories of tenants have been excluded from calculations of OCR: supermarkets, DIYs, entertainment and services.

***  All leases have this characteristic.

44+17+39+SAnchor tenants 
distribution

(83% of total GLA)

17%
Non anchor tenants

45%
Food and value anchor tenants

38%
Other anchor tenants

Other
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MACROECONOMIC TAILWINDS

Source: Eurostat

• Consumption per capita and retail 

addressable consumption have 

shown the highest rates of increase in 

Europe in the past twenty years.

• This trend is expected to persist as 

living standards and consumption in 

CEE countries continue to converge 

to those in Western Europe.

*  Addressable consumption: aggregate of COICOP consumption categories (as defined by Eurostat and included in Annex 1) tradable in enclosed malls, open-air malls, strip malls.

9.9%

8.4%

8.2%

7.9%

7.9%

7.5%

5.8%

5.4%

5.3%

5.3%

3.7%

3.3%

2.8%

2.8%

2.7%

2.5%

2.4%

2.4%

2.3%

2.2%

2.2%

2.2%

2.0%

2.0%

1.9%

1.7%

1.6%

1.6%

1.5%

1.4%

1.4%

 4.0 

 2.6 

 5.8 

 4.7 

 4.6 

 5.5 

 4.9 

 4.7 

 3.6 

 3.7 

 2.2 

 5.6 

 6.7 

 8.8 

 6.4 

 8.5 

 10.6 

 8.6 

 13.2 

 9.7 

 7.8 

 11.6 

 8.1 

 7.0 

 6.0 

 8.4 

 7.7 

 14.3 

 7.9 

 8.3 

 9.3 

 77 

 18 

 16 

 26 

 9 

 7 

 20 

 50 

 35 

 141 

 15 

 12 

 69 

 49 

 3 

 98 

 94 

 89 

 5 

 56 

 7 

 62 

 141 

 331 

 64 

 41 

 522 

 9 

 660 

 497 

 623 

 9.9%

8.6%

8.8%

8.3%

8.4%

7.6%

5.6%

6.0%

5.5%

5.7%

4.1%

3.6%

3.3%

3.2%

3.4%

2.7%

2.6%

2.1%

3.3%

2.5%

2.6%

2.9%

2.1%

2.7%

1.9%

2.9%

2.2%

2.5%

2.1%

1.8%

1.4%

 7.0 

 5.5 

 10.5 

 9.7 

 9.3 

 10.3 

 9.8 

 10.0 

 7.5 

 7.9 

 4.4 

 12.7 

 14.3 

 21.8 

 14.8 

 20.3 

 23.1 

 20.1 

 31.8 

 24.5 

 18.0 

 27.0 

 20.1 

 15.7 

 13.0 

 20.5 

 18.8 

 34.9 

 20.7 

 18.2 

 23.0 

 136 

 38 

 29 

 53 

 18 

 14 

 40 

 107 

 73 

 304 

 31 

 27 

 147 

 120 

 7 

 233 

 205 

 206 

 11 

 142 

 16 

 144 

 349 

 740 

 139 

 101 

 1,272 

 22 

 1,717 

 1,087 

 1,539 

CEE-Romania

CEE-Bulgaria

CEE-Lithuania

CEE-Slovakia

CEE-Latvia

CEE-Estonia

CEE-Croatia

CEE-Czechia

CEE-Hungary

CEE-Poland

CEE-Serbia

CEE-Slovenia

WE-Portugal

WE-Finland

WE-Malta

WE-Belgium

WE-Austria

WE-Sweden

WE-Iceland

WE-Denmark

WE-Cyprus

WE-Norway

WE-Netherlands

WE-Spain

WE-Greece

WE-Ireland

WE-France

WE-Luxemburg

WE-Germany

WE-Italy

WE-United Kingdom

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

Country
per person 

CAGR 1999-2019
%

per person 
2019

 € thousand

total 
2019

 € billion

per person 
CAGR 1999-2019

%

per person 
2019

 € thousand

total 
2019

 € billion

Addressable consumption* Household consumption
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ANNEX 1

COICOP   Retail consumption category
code  

CP011  Food   

CP012  Non-alcoholic beverages   

CP021  Alcoholic beverages   

CP022  Tobacco   

CP031  Clothing   

CP032  Footwear   

CP051  Furniture and furnishings, carpets and other floor coverings 

CP052  Household textiles   

CP053  Household appliances   

CP054  Glassware, tableware and household utensils  

CP055  Tools and equipment for house and garden 

CP056  Goods and services for routine household maintenance 

CP061  Medical products, appliances and equipment  

CP082  Telephone and telefax equipment   

CP091  Audio-visual, photographic and information processing equipment 

CP092  Other major durables for recreation and culture 

CP093  Other recreational items and equipment, gardens and pets 

CP095  Newspapers, books and stationery   

CP111  Catering services   

CP121  Personal care   

CP123  Personal effects n.e.c.   
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GLOSSARY

BV Book value based on independent market valuations in respect 
of Income property or Income property held for sale

CAGR Compound annual growth rate

Capex Capital expenditure, funds used by the Group for improvements 
to and/or maintenance of Income property

CEE Central and Eastern Europe or Central and Eastern European

Company MAS P.L.C.

DEPS

Development property

Distributable earnings per share 

Property under construction, in process of being developed for future use as 
income property or for sale and land plots to be utilised for future developments

DJV PKM Development Ltd, an associate of MAS housing the 
development joint venture with Prime Kapital

DPS Dividends per share

EPS Earnings per share

GLA Gross leasable area, the aggregate of retail floor space available for 
rented in commercial properties, excluding short-term 
leases, terraces, storage areas and parking (rounded to the nearest hundred m2)

Group MAS P.L.C. and its subsidiaries

Income property Property held to earn rental income

Investment property Income property, Development property and Land bank

IRR Internal rate of return

Land bank Land plots held for future developments

LFL Like-for-like, measure of growth adjusted to exclude new or disposed properties

LTV Loan to value, the ratio of the nominal value of debt net of cash to 
investment property, listed securities and preference shares

m million

m2 square meter

NAV Net asset value

Tangible NAV Net asset value which includes only assets and liabilities likely to crystallise on 
disposal, and corresponds to net asset value under adjusted proportionate accounts

NAV per share Net asset value divided by the closing number of shares in issue at the reporting date

NRI Net rental income, passing rental income less non-recoverable 
property related expenses

Passing NRI Passing net rental income, annualised forward-looking net rental income

NRP

Occupancy

NEPI Rockcastle plc

The ratio between rented and total GLA

OCR Occupancy cost ratio, the total of all expenses tenants incur

for their retail space, as a ratio to their turnovers

RO Romania

WE Western Europe or Western European




